This Little Chick is the Perfect Preschool Book!

This little chick has a lot to say. Making the rounds on the farm one day, our fine, feathered friend learns to mimic all his barnyard buddies, from pigs to frogs to cows:

This little chick from over the way went to laze with the cows one day.

And what do you think they heard him say?

Moo Moo Moo Moo Moo Moo

Young readers will love predicting what sounds the feisty chick will make next as he swims, jumps, and skips his way through the day. And everyone will be as ready as he is to curl up for a much-needed rest when he finally returns home to his mom to share all he has learned.

John Lawrence's take on a traditional rhyme is enhanced by his eye-catching illustrations, made with vinyl engravings, printed wood textures, and watercolor washes. Especially marvelous are the black sheep frolicking in their curly, swirly wool coats. (Ages 1 to 4) -- Emilie Coulter

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
This has to be the perfect book for a year-old baby. I say this from tired experience after reading, re-reading, re-reading...the pictures are bright and definite and exactly right for babies, the rhythm is fun, the animal noises inspired even our year-old to say "baa" in response. Baby is now 14 months old and this is one of her three favourite books (the others are In the Tall Tall Grass and Night Cars).

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
This Little Chick (New York Times Best Illustrated Books (Awards)) by John Lawrence - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!